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Artist info
Andreana Rosnik, Ph.D. is a scientist working to make the world better
for everyone around her. Trained as a physical chemist, she now is a
computational scientist at Enel X, where she improves software to simulate
predictions for commercial sites seeking to incorporate or improve solar +
storage options for their electrical power. She completed her Ph.D. in
physical chemistry at the University of California-Berkeley in 2019, and
previously was a Fulbright Research Fellow at the Universitat de Barcelona.
She launched her artistic career in 2015 and has been creating small-scale
illustrations in the San Francisco Bay Area community ever since. Her work
has been displayed in many group shows, and her piece “Third year slump”
was a semi-finalist for the National Science Foundation Vizzies Award in
2018.
Through her artwork, Rosnik seeks to depict inner worlds, open
conversations about science and art, and imagine fantastical places in a way
simultaneously familiar and novel. Her style lies somewhere between
whimsical, storybook illustration and detailed, engraving-inspired pen-andink drawings. As a scientist by day and an artist by night, she works to make
manifest both scientific ideas and more playful artistic explorations. Rosnik
strives to depict creatures that might appear in one’s dreams, or to give
dreamlike qualities to her subject matter. A previous project of hers involved
creating half-comical, half-grim pen-and-ink illustrations of inner demons
and other forces behind mental health (many works from that project are
featured here). Currently, her work tends towards vibrant colored pencil
depictions of fantastical beings, beautiful places, and strange laboratories.
Her upcoming work will connect some of these themes more closely.
Contact information: Email: andreanarosnikart@gmail.com
Website: http://andreanarosnik.com
Social media (Facebook, Instagram): @andreanarosnikart
Notes on individual pieces:
Emptiness
This piece is a (literal) reflection on imposter syndrome and the emptiness
many feel despite their professional achievements.
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The Propagator
The Propagator is the nagging voice in the back of one’s mind, playing a
broken record of negative thoughts one tells oneself.
Gorgon
This work is an open-ended meditation on the subjectivity of beauty,
especially when one is viewing themself.
Third year slump
While this feeling can apply to any year in graduate school, this piece depicts
the academic as a “damsel in distress,” where the distress here is caused by
the deeply flawed academic publishing system, the need to write a
dissertation, or simply the endless stream of work that seems to not be
recognized.
Imposter syndrome
In this artwork, the person experiencing imposter syndrome is like an ostrich,
burying their face (and true feelings) in the ground. In their tail feathers—
their outward expressions—they act happy, successful, stimulated, and
intelligent, despite them feeling precisely the opposite.
Falling
A partner piece to “Third year slump,” this could be the grim outcome of
someone exasperated by their unending work-related hardships. Whether or
not they land on their feet remains to be seen ...
Masks
This whimsical scene depicts what we all do throughout the day: pick which
face, feeling, or person we are going to be at that moment. Some are more
caricatures than others, of course ...
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